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Throughout my graduate years my practice has developed around a proposition o f  the 

phenornenon/activity of 'artmaking' itseif as the question to be re-investigated, without 

any histoncal presumptions, within the fiame o f  the worfd we al1 Iive in. Meanwhile, i 

consciously and insistently bring the peculiar and esoteric conceptions and languages of 

the 'art-world' hto my pradice. in order to demanate the 'artmaking world' from the rest 

of the worid. This contradictory and redundant pracüce serves many purposes that are 

necessary for rny daily living. 

My thesis comprises project statements, proposals and reviews, empirical/analytical 

narratives, and diary entrees. al1 of which function as both a fictional and non-fictional 

'record' of my investigation into the symbiotic, sometimes uneasy relationship between 

artmaking's existence and my daily living. Rather than pivoting around a pre-existing 

theory (theones) for the development of the discussion, l analyse and explore my own 

anecdotes to contemplate the theoretical aspects of the 'mundane'. Through this 

strategy. I intend ta demonstrate the impiicit, not reciprocal, relationship between theory 

and practice (daily experiences). Sometimes subtiy and other tirnes obviousIy, my 

writings overlap. support, and contradict each other. alluding to the paradoxical nature of 

my questions and practice. 

Keywords: Artmaking, Daily living. Installation. Intervention, Collaboration. Secretary. 
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Thornpson, Mrs. Debra Oresder, AJ, and Matthw Evans - Yes, I am THE artist, but 

these people made m e  of my wwk 
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Note 

The inconsistency of the tense in tome of rny project accounts is not a grammatical 

mistake but a strategic decision. For example. I describe a project, which has been 

already realised in the past tense while I analyse the same in the present tense. This is 
either to situate the reader and myself in the midst of the questioning mat ocained in the 

past incident. or to suggest that the questions posed in the project are ongoing. I also 

took licence with the language in my diary entrees. Finally. wider spadng has been 

used to set apart different sections. such as REFLEX. PROJECT. and diary entrees for 

the effect of visual and conceptual structure of the thesis, 



Introduction : Art-Life problematic 

I amved at the beginning of my inquiry about the significanœ of arbnaking's existence in 

my senior undergraduate years. I started realhing a discrepancy between my life style 

and some of the innate aspects of artmaking. such as 'exœss' and 'issues'. Not only did 

I neither have nor want to have many objects (including art woiks). but also the idea of 

someone having my work and losing interest one day so that rny woric woufd bewme an 

'excess object' started to trouble me. Furthemore. being content wÏth my mundane daily 

Iife. I started to nin out of issues and subject matter that I Yelt an urge' to express in my 

work. 

In facing these seerningly problematic realisations. I have had to re-investigate what Mis 

actïvity, artmaking really signified in my Me. Why do I still want artmaking in my Ife, 

when it seems to be profoundly occupied by the aspects that do not go with my life? Is 

thete. or wuld I findfcreate, a valid spaœ in this discipline? Through these inquiries. I 

have leamed that the motivation and desire behind my artmaking are interconnected 

with the construction of my daily living mther than with the popular notion of the artistic 

impulse for creation and expression. I have also rewgnised that these motivations and 

desires are often paradoxical, just like the constfudion of one's daily life. On the one 

hand, I am cynical and criücal about the commonly accepted. somewhat romantic 

notions of artmaking and artist, yet on the other hand, I am so attracted by one's curious 

detemination to be involved in art as a 'way of living'. While I am troubled by the elitist 

attitude that often prevails in the art world/institution.' I also thrive on the peculiar thrill, 

excitement, and prîvilege thaï it provides. And even as I remain appalled by my constant 

urge to prove my 'uniqueness marked by artistic qualities', the fear of getting lost in the 

crowd and drowning in life's daily problems sustains my engagement in art practice. I 



need artmaking to pursue a desired Iifestyle/identity, while 1 recycle my daily living for 

making art. In this reciprocal exchange, I contïnuously observe and try to leam to live 

with such aspects of Iife as contradiction, inconsistency, and the illogical, This symbiotic 

relationship between my artmaking and daily living has become a prominent aspect in 

my projects, direcüy infoming the forrn, content, and approach of my art pracüce. As a 

result, my projects not only obscure some pte-conceived notions of where (and how) 

artmaking happens and where (and how) it is seen/experÎenœd but also beckon 

questions about artistic authority - who has the right to engage in art and how, with what 

kind of intention or purpose, for what kind of success? 

The above questions of artistic authority appear to resernble, if they are not identical, to 

the questions posed for the purpose of deconstructing modernist notions: the Kctive' 

self-identity of an artist and the myth of hisher activity? However, it is crucial to note 

that the nature of rny questions fundamentally differ from that of many 

decanstructionists'. After decades of such 'demystification' theories and practkes, there 

is no longer supposed to be any fantasy about artmaking. Consequently, I am curious 

about the further displaced functions of art in our life/world, and the motivations and 

intentions of everyone, who, consciously or not, is still involved in the realm of 'art' 

(rnaking, viewing, buying, critiquing, designating, and so on)- This perpetual existence of 

our 'engagement', which rnakes the phenomenon of artmaking thrive is the enigrna that I 

am wmpelled to address, if not Ire-rnystifY. Through collaboration with the 'non-art 

worid' (Le. the world outside the art institution) and the use of alternative sites, I also 

intend to observe the mechanisms and consciousness (of rny own and of the public's) 

that distinguish and designate this phenornenon (activity), artmaking, from other 

phenomena (activities) that occur in daily living. 



M a y  22, '99 
i finaiiy, F i W  stafteâ wriong. Everyone else has been wntlng but me. I have 
p r o c ~ ~ n a t e d  SO hard- i dont know why. I havent told my pro& mat it has been this 
bad, But today is the day- Finally. 

REFLEX 1 : In my terminology. IKEA Living signifies neither an image of middle dass 

living nor a symbol of materialismlconsumeriom in our culture? I use the tetm !KEA 

Living to refer to the lifestyle in which the peculiar mentality and problems pertaining to 

artmaking and the art world do not exist. lt is the style of living that many c m  afford, 

should they wish to. I am not talking about affording the complete set of IKEA Iiving- 

room fumiture, beautifully photographed in the catalogue. (approximately $2042.00) 

Rather, I am talking about affording the peaœ of mind and contentment that a chair 

(approximately $29.00). or matching cdoured shower curtain rings (approximately 

$1 -50) or, just the pleasure of looking at KEA catalogue broigs to our Iives. 

Of course, there are always hardships and anxieties in any style of living: from the 

fundamental distresses caused by death, illness. and disasters to the more concrete 

concerns with relationships. lay-offs, social pressures etc. Furthemore, I am very rnuch 

aware of rny privileged circumstance which allows me to talk about academic problems 

of art and life while many others in the world are suffering fmm more severe and 

uncontrollable hardships such as wars, epidemics, and so on. Indeed, the notion of IKEA 

living and Art living as such is only applicable to a very specific cultural and social 

environment. Precisely because of this specificity of my argument, I try my best not to 

take my daily life for granted. 

Before becoming a graduate student, I worked as a secrefary for a year. I experienœd 



some of these 'concrete' anxieties Ri IKC4 livng myself, when, for example, my 

Company implied that they might have to lay me off. I had hard days when I had to work 

overtime, or did not perfom well in meetings. I also heard that the stresses were even 

greater for people in higher positions who had bigger responsibilities. Yet at the same 

time, no one in my section (Engineering Technology) seemed to sufTer from the 

hypothetical problems that my arüst friends suffered mm-  My a-workers ail Iived 

various degrees of IKEA living. I obsenred a sense of peace in their minds and 

environments. Occasionally, some of us 'art-related' people would carelessly describe 

these people's lives as 'non-creative' and 'monotonous'- My question is, does it mean 

that they are less happy? Are we. who supposedly live more 'exciting' Iives happier 

than they are? 1 do not know the answer. 

On the West Coast where I did my undergraduate studies, one of the greatest attractions 

was the natural environment The art scene in BC did not seem to be as lively as in 

0nt&o and I was convinced that it had sornething to do with the environment. People 

did not seem to need art as a prominent fonn of entertainment because they could go to 

the beach or the mountains in twenty minutes from almost anywhere. Living there made 

me think about notions of contentment in life al1 the tirne- Once in a while, I felt that 1 

could quit artmaking. I would have a job with a regular pay cheque. I would garden on 

the weekend, have cats and dogs. and take them for walks to the beach. Yet at the 

same time, my desire to, not even actually 'create' but live as a 'creative individual' 

persisted and influenced my decision to retum to art schwl. 

I am extremely aware of my split desires and perceptions about lKEA Iivr'ng and Art 

living. On the one hand, I am sick and tired of the 'inteflectual elitism' of the art world 

consciousness. as well as my own constant urge to prove my 'special-ness marked by 



ariistic quafities-' On the other hand. I am so in love with the peculiar thrill and 

exciternent of the art world, as well as my (and other people's) illogical detemination to 

be involved in art as a h a y  of living'. Every day. I long for the peaceful lifestyle in which 

I would focus on what to Wear, which IKEA product I would purchase with my next pay 

cheque, and where to go on the following weekend. No stupid cornpetition with myself, 

no hypothetical questions about artmaking with no answers? Yet every day, I talk with 

rny arüst colleague about art and artmaking, and feel saved from life's daily conœms 

(relationship difficulties, financial anxieties, psychobgical distress etc.). Without the 

knowledge that I make art, I wouldnY be able to survive these everyday problerns- 

Aug 17,98 
After a weekiong vacation, I started looking at IKB! catalogue again. 

Aug 20,98 
Sandy helped me to transport my rolled wire to rny apartment. Weighs a ton. Cfa~y. We 
got it on the elevator, and when I got on the 6'" fiwr, the hooks came off and the roll got 
looser and bigger. Crazy- Oragged it d o m  the hall to my door, desperately hoping that 
no one would see me. When I finalfy got it into my apartment, I made a huge scratch on 
the carpet. Damn. Unrolted it in the room; had to put a heavy chair on the end to fiatten it 
It is crazy to think that l just blew $320.00 on this stupid animal cage, not on new dothes. 

PRO J ECT : Making living / Uvingmoking, 1998 

Making living / Living making consisted of two separate installations that occurred 

simultaneously: Making - living took place in my previous apartment, and LMng 

making, at a gallery cailed the 'Palace @ 4 am", both in London, Ontario. The two 

locations were approu'mately two miles away from each other, a half-hour walk, or tan to 



Mteen minutes by bicycle or car. The viewers were enmuraged to visit the two 

installations one af€er the other- 

In Making living at Apt # 604 - 71 Grand Avenue. I created an 'art-viewing' spaœ by 

dividing my living rwm with a metal mesh wall- Along with this cage wall, metal chains 

across the kitchen and the bedroom entranœs created a namw hallway spaœ where 

the viewers were pemitted- This spaœ induded the washroom. On the wall in this art- 

viewing space, f displayed various objects which I had either made or purchased- They 

were placed on semi-circular wooden shelves that were painted in the same white as the 

wall. WhiIe the viewer was in this 'galleryr space. shehe could also observe the other 

side of my living room through the metai mesh wall. 

In Living making at the Palace @ 4 am, I reconfigured the space by mnstnicting a low 

ceiling made of the same metal mesh material as the wall in the apartrnent, In this spaœ 

I displayed nine oil paintings of either anirnals or abstrad foms (approximately 10x12 to 

24x26 inches). I frarned thern in industrial aluminium strips and hung them slightly higher 

than the usual gallery display. All the paintings had a pnce tag of $350.00. This 

positioning of the paintings along with the lowered ceiling was intended to create a 

slightly skewed spatial (and perhaps conceptual) relationship between the viewer, art 

objects, and the art-viewing space. 

At first glance, the two installations appeared to set up obvious binaries, such as private 

I public, on-site I off-site, 'authentic' art (painting) I readymade. art for sale I art against 

cornmodification, viewer / viewed, (entertainer / entertained) and so on. However, the 

simultaneous existence of Making lMng and Uving malring resulted in the 

overlapping, if not fusing, of these supposedly opposing conditions and perceptions. It 



signified rny investigation into where and how art and artmaking might eiist in-between 

or outside of these trajectories (binaries) and ultimately, where and how I muld or would 

want to exist as an artist. I searehed for methods of artmaking and presentation, which 

sornehow made sense of my daily living where contradidion and ambivalence prevaild. 

The use of my past paintings and the exœss spaœ in my apartment to create new 

installations refiected an equation of mmanticism and pragmatism in my daily living and 

artmaking. My paradoxical desire for. and cynicism about the glamour of the art worid 

travelled back and forth between the gallery spaœ and rny apartment The obsessively 

carved stone dog bone plaœd next to the rudimentary œment drippings implied a 

remnciliation between my own ahitrary @or for creation and more popular notions of 

artistic legitirnacy measured by prolific and skilied production. The collection of objects 

also obscured any mtegorisation of the modes of making. such as making as an 

expression of creative passion or as a dutiful routine and experiment Through the 

physical and conceptual journey between the two installations, I intended to invite the 

viewers into these indefinable rniddle grounds, where one may be Ieft mnfused, yet 

strangely entertained. 

REFLEX 2 : During my secretary period, I told some colleagues that I had graduated 

from an art school. Ms. Otogawa, an excellent translator. genuinely asked me if 1 get 'an 

urge to paint or scufpt" when I make work. I had to Say 'not really", before even telling 

her that I neither paint nor sculpt? Another thing I notiœd during my secretary period 

was that I did not have to demonstrate my 'artistic expertise' to becorne known as 'Mr, 

Schillig's secretary who is actually an artist'. No one ever asked me to bring in even 

photos of rny work, yet people kept asking me about 'the art world', or telling me which 

aftists they loved and so on: Ms. Kato. an outstanding Japanese language teacher for 



the foreign employees at the office, started consulting me about her daughter who is 

'presently working at a bank. but eventually wants to go into the art business'. 'Do you 

think there is a chanœ for her?" she would ask me at lunchtirne. 'Of course, " I would 

reply. 'as long as she is serious about P. al1 the while thinking, 'Gosh. f do not even 

know if I will ever get Ïnto a graduate school myseif or if I am even serious about ir. 

ft seems that some of the typical public images of the artist [an eccentric individual, who 

is preoccupied with expressing his/her 'inner' wodq remain predominant8 Rachel 

Whiteread is described in the September 1998 issue of Vq -A pretty woman who 

conveys a complete lack of concem for her appearance. Whiteread is about five foot 

four. .." (italics added). I swim a lot and bike a lot. I am extremely conscious about my 

diet and weight I also love things like watching animals and birds in the park although I 

never sketch them. One day. I was watching a docurnentary video of John ~cott'' at the 

Art Gallery of Windsor- His messy studio, dishevelled appearance, selfdestructive 

iifestyle and his spontaneous drawing method were al1 portrayed. An older lady came 

and asked me who this person on the screen was. I said, 'lt is John Scott, the artist of 

the exhibit here." 'Ah,' the lady replied, '1 thought he might be." 

Considering one's self an artist is often upheld as a type of 'special permission', too. It's 

OK to be socially dysfunctional. It's OK even if you often flip out. It's OK to be high al1 

the time. It's OK to dress up weird anywhere. It's OK not to be socially responsible. It's 

OK to make a mess in your apartment- It's OK to be broke al1 the time. It's OK not to be 

able to cook or eat well- It's OK that you cannot talk like an adult in public. After freaking 

out dunng the preparation of an installation. I quickly become objective and wonder if it is 

really such a philosophical and traumatic process f am going through, or if I fieak out 

because A) I am immature andlor temperarnental, 8) 1 am romanticising the state of 



freaking out as a tortured artist. 

Someone said to me in a conversation, mat 's why you are an artist, not anything else." 

What, on earth, did this person mean? Why is it then, that I was a secretary, or may 

bemme one again? I did well and was liked by everyone as a secretary. too. 

Aug 22,98 
Sick and tired of this "aR business". Gallery people are x, inconsiderate and sacially 
dysfunctional. Never cal1 you when t t i q  say they will; on& say stuff Iike: your worfc is 
interestMg. LF and 1, both having worked in an office, used to tafk about how unbelievabfy 
ineffiaent and inesponu'ble thqc are. In the real business world, we would never take our 
responsibilily casualfy lie these "arts peoplea do, or we would be fired. It is a11 so easy. too; 
make a phone d l ,  or send badc documents on tirne- How coufd anyone with normal 
cognitive abilities fiil to do these elementary tasks? lnstimtions also su& mey don't really 
care about us, "individual artists". 

PROJECT : Secrefary Project, 1996 - 
In 1996 - 1997, 1 worked as a secretary at an automobile parts Company in Japan. 

Every moming, I would get up at the same time, dress according to a 'code', go to the 

station and watch people gather. When I amved at work, I would open my locker and 

close it, and again open it and close it before walking back to the station- As i spent 

more days in this uninspiring routine, I started seeing a queer, almost 'sacred' serenity in 

this repetition. It is a ritual. The reason for the gathering is the participation in a ritual, 

which emerges from disciplinary systems. In order to objectively observe and 

subjectively intensify this 'sacredness' of the mundane engagement, I would sit down on 

the same bench on the platfom, take a compact camera out of my 'secretary' shoulder 

bag, and look through the viewfinder. Record. I would stand in front of the locker, take 



out the mmera again, and look through the vieMnder. Record. While surrendering to 

my life as a secretary, I antîcipated an artwork coming out of this particular Iife- This 

'double disciplinary system' funcüoned as a strategy to create a spaœ for me in the 

world where everyone may be separately disciplined but mixed all together through their 

participation in a ritual (daily activity). In this space. I obsewed the frailness and the 

slippery-ness of how we think the world functions and we function in it as, for example, a 

secretary, or an artist The medium of snap shot which came as a practical solution for 

the absence of available traditional art media. studio spaœ or tirne during my secretaiy 

period also forced me to re-evaluate my own perceptions about artmaking, aeative 

process, creativity, and artistic authority. 

In my installation of Secrefary Pmject at the ArtLab (London, ON, February 1998) and 

Gallery 44 (Toronto, ON. June 1999). 1 displayed 164 dated snap shots of the commuter 

train and my locker in grids, and pressed them under thin plexi-glass. Directly on the wall 

beside each snapshot grid, I drew outlines of al1 the individual shots and their dates. I 

framed the drawings with a sheet of plexi-glass in the same way as I ftamed the 

snapshots. I displayed the shots that were accidentally taken in a panoramic format, in 

separate grids. I did the sarne tracing of outlines and dates of each panoramic image 

and framed them with plexi-glass. In the Artlab installation. I also included a row of my 

pay stubs from my secretary period, on which I put some incidental drawings of animals 

etc. 1 repeated the number that appeared on each pay stub on the wall under each stub 

and framed them with plexi-glass. 

Although the installing of the snapshots and drawings required a consistent system of 

labour, I was very much aware of the ephemeral and contingent nature of rny mark 

making. I drew the outlines of the snapshots freehand while trying to sustain the 



dimension of the grid and the scale of each snapshot outline as accurately as possible. I 

marked the approximate time of start and finish of each set of drawings on the walls. and 

purposely left some spontaneous marks that aaxirred during the construction of the 

installation as well- (Le. measurements, guidelines for grids etc.) While the snapshots 

remained as a m e n  index for the installation of my seaetary project, Me drawing. 

which could never be the same, refledeâ the ever-changing state of my relationship to 

this project and to the installation site. 

In each installation, the enclosed spaœ filled with the snapshots and d m  marks 

extended my activity of 'recarding' - the recording of the existenœ of multiple realities 

and of my continuous engagement in addressing the peculiar yet mundane relationship 

between living life and art-making. I consider that my Secretary Project in Japan was a 

'test' of rny ability to make a spaœ for my 'artist-self in daily life, and my installation of 

this project as a 'test' of my work's ability to cave out a spaœ to exist in the context of 

'art'. In this sense, my main concern is not the resulting snapshots or the drawings as a 

work of art. but the visible and invisible significanœ of the 'activities', created and 

experienced in the spaœ. 

April30,98 
Perhaps, l always wished I were self-destructive, defiant, and thus spectade, not just to the 
others, but to myself. I probabiy wanted to see my Iife and myself to  be bold, W e e  of 
"concerns", and spontaneous or sornething. Seducüvely "careles". 



PROJECT : Dsify Pmcfb of Casting, 1998 -1999 

(Artist statement for the installation of the project at BUS Gallery, Toronto, MayIJune. 1999) 

In the last few yean, I have been engaged with project-baseâ works. through which I 

wntinuously address the existence of artrnaking as a phenomenon in my daily life and in 

our worid. rather than as a means of expression. Daily Pmcfice of Casting is one such 

project that I started in September 1998. 1 select objects in my architectural environment 

and paint latex rubber on them. usually, Nice a day. After each application, I document 

it with my compact camera, which prints the tirne of documentation on the developed 

photos. After numerous applications, I end up with a latex mould. with which I sometimes 

cast plaster abjects, and other times, do not. 1 have conduded this routine in my 

apartment in London, in my school building, at my hiend's house in Toronto, and most 

recently, in a hotel in New York for a week during rny businessiresearch trip. 

This project signifies Me multiple funcüons of artrnaking in relation to my daily life. One 

rote is that of duty andior discipline to manage my fear of the inwnsistency of my 

motivation or passion for making art, This mundane but unusual routine also provides 

me with a psychological assurance of my artist-identity, wherever I am or whatever I am 

doing. Furthemore, this secret activity simply sewes me as a kind of entertainment for 

my daily survival, similar to the personal daily rituals that other people wnduct. 

Sometimes, this disciplinary project gives me a valid reason as well to travel sornewhere 

specific. The obscurity of, or the absence of an 'end produd' in this project also reflects 

one of the prominent natures of my artmaking - In my pracüce, the aim. proœss and 

results of making are all equated and made diff~cult (or pointless) to distinguish from one 

another. I am interested in cornmunicating artmaking as an activity rather than as a 

rneans of production. 



REFLEX 3 : BUS gallery on Queen West in Toronto is a storefront space mnverted 

into a gallery. There is a main gallery space in the front and a smaller spaœ in the back. 

A narrow hallway barely wide enough for two people to pass by each other connects the 

two spaces. On the wall in this hallway, I put up a shelf that had been kept unused in the 

gallery (about three feet long and five inches deep). and displayed my objects on it from 

the Daily Practice of Casting project Katherine Mulherin, who nins the gallery, and her 

son Jasper lived with two cats in a tiny r o m  hidden behind the main gallery space- The 

entire 'art-viewing' space was Iiterally their 'living space', At night. Jasper watched 

television in or on an installation wark that had utilised their N as a companent. 

Riroughout this century, many artists have advocated the merging of life and art in order 

to challenge the modemist notion that distanced art from Iife. Lynda Montano, for one, 

decided to Yrame her life and cal1 it art" in the seventies: 

Fomeriy, I would separate out activities - nin to the studio and what was my 

"creative tintew, Gradually, 1 found this separation unnecessary and felt that it 

was important for me to be attentive al1 of the time [J f made many pieces from 

1969 on that experimented with this idea of allowing my life to be a work of art. I 

lived with different people and called that art - I wrote the living art manifesto in 

1975, and later turned my home into a museum sa that everything I did there 

would be frarned as art." 

I too realise that art is no longer that 'special sublime sacred activity' conducted in a 

secluded studio space, and that daily life itself can be as transcendental as any 'artistic 

creation'. However, I tend to sense in Montano's "calling it (He) art" a trace of the 

perception of a hierarchy between art and life, which may contradict her real intention." 

Ten years after Montano. Allan Kaprow wrote: Yhere is art at the service of art (artlike 

art) and art at the service of life (Iifelike art)".13 Perhaps, we are now in the age where 



there is 'life at the sewiœ of art (artlike life)', and soon, there will be 'life at the service of 

life (lifelike life)'. Vasper wouldn't care," 1 thought, %hether his daily life conducted in 

the gallery is an art gesture or not". He had no choie but to live there. 

In retrospect. showing the casting project which pretended to be an artwork and a daiIy 

routine at the same time, in the space whkh pretended to be an art-viewing spaœ and a 

living space at the same tirne might have been the onIy sensible treatment of the work. 

which, othewise could simply have been 'poetry used as an instrument for Iiving one's 

life as best one cm."" Only Ri this specifc site.'' muld my casting project discreetly 

insist on its need to cornmunicate the existence of an 'indulgent' activity, which seeks for 

a chance (occasion) to become something else, something to be recognised. 

REFLEX 4 : Money is aiways a conmm in daily Iiving. 1 become anxious thinking 

about Iife after school as an installation artist- 1 have estimated artist's fees that I could 

wllect by having shows at artist-fun  centre^.'^ Even in a luckier year, I just would not be 

able to make ends meet. 1 think 1 would have to start making art works that do not cost 

me so much. 

Dave Hickey. in his essay 'Dealing", States that art is worthless and priceless. uArt is 

not a commodity. It has no intrinsic value or stable application". He goes on, =Art and 

money never touch. They exist in parallel universes of value at comparable levels of 

cultural generalisation: Art does nothing to money but translate it. Money does nothing to 

art but facilitate its dissemination and buy the occasional bowl of Wheaties for an artist 

or art de ale^.'^ When I think about the century-long debate over art's autonomy, the 

politics of commodification, and the glamorous game that the art market plays in relation 



to the arbitrariness and abstractness of the trade, 'art', I want ta be as evasive as 

possible in my stance on the topic of money and art- I can't make up my mind between 

al1 these stances. 

I think of artmaking as an occupation. By occupation, I dont mean just a means of 

making an income, but something that one is specialised in - a profession. Meanwhile, 

income, as a signifier of 'exchanged value', helps to disünguish a profession fiom a mere 

leisure activity. If artmaking is only a thenpeutic endeavour or a means of self 

expression, I would stay home and paint in the kitchen- A profession has to be shared 

and traded, but how do we measure the trading value of a profession nowadays? How 

do we compare the value of the profession of artist versus, for exarnple, that of doctor? 

Despite the infl uential theory that our worid supposedly operates on a rigid economicai 

'baset that detemines the values in the 'superstructure'," the notion of value, at least in 

the capitalist society where I live seems extremely volatile. This gives me both frustration 

and hope. Many people do endorse what the 'system' values or assigns worth to, but at 

the same time, everyone seems to have quite different ideas about material or 

conceptual value - what is worth investing in, or what should be valued in our society 

and what should not be. For example, 1 refuse to spend $2.00 on a bottle of soda water 

at a corner store when you can buy the same for q! 89 at a grocery store. My mother 

thinks that making a special trip to a far-away supermarket to Save five dollars on your 

bill is absolutely a waste of time and energy and thus you are actually losing not saving. I 

don't pay more than a buck at "pay what you cm" entrance admission at the AR Gallery 

of Ontario. Some people paid five dollars at my intervention Pay What You Canr9 

despite me saying, "Oh. that's t w  much for thisn- My parents think that my discipline 

(profession) is worthwhile because I can do al1 kinds of things for their house, i.e. making 



shelves or arranging things beauti€i~lly. Yet my father cannot legitimate my discipline 

(profession) to his fnends without adding, 'she will be qualified to teach at the university 

with her degree". 

Producing tangible objects as a result of hislher labour is one thing, but is there any 

other way to, activate. much less validate this occupation 'artmaking', in our everyday 

worid like that of a banker, or a doctor? I would Iike to find my own way of making a 

living AS AN ARTIST, not using it as a means, but as a professional me. I think about 

wf-iat, if anything, my 'profession' can sttare or trade with the people who do not have 

this 'profession'? 

Aug 18,98 
The lady at the bakery asked me what 1 study a t  school. (They give a mident dixount on 
breads) 'Visual Am", I answered, "in the final year of a masters programme". nie lady 
replied "men what?" Then What?" ? "Oh,just Iive as an afüst", 1 said. It sounded 
disgustingly romantic and pathetic a t  once, but 1 didn 2 know wha t  else to Say. 

July 1 1,99 
While I was by the river spreading out bunny puppets to take 3-0 photos of them, a fàther 
with a iittle girl and a boy approached. 1 could hear him saying "..well I dont know dear, 
so let's find out". He asked my friend who was with me M a t  1 was doing. My fiiend 
genuinefy didn't know how to answer to the question mon appropriately FOR EVERYONE 
He said, 'Well, she is an aMstW. The father replied, Well, that explains werything, doesnet 
it?" l thought, 'Wow, itœs like a business card; but if so, m a t  a cap-out occupation 1 have. 
Spreading out bunnies by the river. No wonder we are not well-paid". 

PROJ ECT : Fund Raising Sales for 'Living in London, ON Projeet: 1998 

I first executed the Fund Raising Sale as a pradcal solution to cover my expenses for 



some of the public intervention projects I was working on at the beginning of 1998. 

However, the dialogues that developed between the viewers and myseif were quite 

revealing and I decided to continue it as Fimd~aising sales for 'Living in London, ON, 

1997 - 1999 Projecf'. I opened my 'store' once a week in the concourse in the Visual 

Arts building at the University of Western Ontario and sold merchandise, which raised 

the questions about 'artistic authority' as well as 'art and money'- 

Week 1 : Sale of "Narratives (with clothes)", priees varied 

I sold narratives attached to rny dothing. Each narrative had some relation to the 

ciothing it was attacheci to. When the customer purchased a narrative, I ironed the article 

of dothing as a ftee service. I then took snapshots of the customers wearing my 

'narratives'. 

The highlight of this week's sale 

A conversation between a customer and 1: Wow $50-00 for a shiit is pretty steep, isn't 

it?" "It is not the shiit mat is worth $50,00, but the nanative about my former boss who 

told me to many neither the tïrst nor the second but the 'thrid guy'. 

Week 2: Sale of "Potentially Good Bad Slidesee, $40 c each, $1 for 3. $1.50 for S 

I sold bad slides that 1 had kept - the slides of rny own artwork, art openings, and other 

miscellaneous slides. I provided a slide viewer so that the customer could view them for 

selecting. When the customer purchased a slide(s), 1 put a red dot on each slide to 

indicate the right way up as a free service. 

The highlight of a i s  week's sale 

One customer (a supposedly p m n e n t  'patron' of art in the communw) at the store 

talking to the other dont really know what this is a// about, plus I am in huny, but 

whatever ! get fiom here, you have them, so-and-so, OK? 1 just want to support art". 



Week 3: Sale of Tour fortune after Graduation (or in Genenl)", $5û each 

This week's sale coinaded with the undergraduates' graduation show opening. I had 

kept fortunes, which came in fortune cookies that sornebody gave me as souvenirs fiom 

Tokyo Disneyland a long tirne ago. [ çold each of them in an envelope, The custorner 

would pick an envelope from the box and find their fortune in it- Each fortune was written 

in English and Japanese and had a Disney character, which had nothing to do with the 

fortune. The customer could take the envelope for fke for their personal use- 

The highlight of this week's sale 

No graduating students stopped by to purchase their fortunes after graduation. 

Week 4: 1 was unable to have a sale this week, as I was busy. I put up a sign that 

said: "Due to a production problem, this week's fundraising sale has been postponed 

until next week. Sony for any inconvenienœ - Fund-raiser. 

The highlight of fhis week's sale - an artrsf c m  never know what kind of dialogue 

happens, if at ail, around her conceptual sculpture. 

Week 5: Sale of "Conversation with an artist over coffee", $2.50 for 2 persons 

1 brought my own cappuccino machine for this week's sale. The customer was asked to 

follow the instruction as below: 

1 _ Find a partner with whom to have your conversation and mffee with the artist. 

2. Sit down in the chair provided- 

3. When you have finished your conversation and coffee. please go and wash your 

mug so that the next customer can enjoy their coffee and conversation with me. 

The conversation was recorded for free. 



The highlight of Ulis weeû's sale 

While recording the conversations, ï forgot to tum on the recordng switch of the 

micmphone- 

Gala Christmas sale, December 3,1999 

Items sold: 

- Christy Thornpson I Shinobu Akimoto Limited edition art star card with autographs 

$75 each 

- Exotic Christmas Decorations (tiny origami figures made with chocolate foi1 wrapper) 

$1 -00 each 

- Multi-purpose container for artmaking (empty yoghurtltofu containers that I had 

collected over a year) $50  each 

- Free postcards and envelopes (a collection of postagepaid mail. their destination 

blocked-out with a blank sticker) # 25 each 
- Chnsty Thompson's Ygood for you" trophy from her 'good for youn project executed for 

off site @ toronto, 1998. Now hard-to-find. collectors item $250-00 

The highlight of this week's sale 

Doug Mitchell, the work shop technician boughï ALL my plastic containers for theii 

potential use in sculpture classes on the scws account 

March 4,99 
Boredom is a prominent part of both retail business and pemrnative intervention. The 
ffashy image and appearance of both businesses are built on the massive void of "nothing 
happens". 

Feb 5.99 
I don 2 really like performative interventions. It's draining to be the work itself and confront 
the viewers. 



PROJECT : Pay H a t  You CIn. 1999 

Pay Wh.t You &n was executed on the opening night of What 1 Am thinking, 1 Have 

Not Thought Alone, an MFA exhibition at the University of Western Ontario. I set up a 

desk with a printing calculator outside of the gallery, and suggested that people who 

came to the exhibition could 'pay what they cm: before entering the gallery. Upon their 

payment. I issued a receipt on the calculator, which I stamped with my Wanks for your 

support for ad" logo. (see plate) Nowhere was it mentioned that the payrnent was for 

viewing the exhibition, and the audience had the option to refirse to pay. When the 

opening was over, I leff the accumulated change and bills on the desk with a label: 

"S hinobu Akimoto, Pay H a t  You Can, 1 999." 

The precursor of Pay Whiit You Can is my Fundraising Sale for Living in London, ON 

project, a weekly routinefduty of running a 'store' with my questionable merchandise in 

the concourse in the Visual Arts building at the University of Westem Ontario. As an 

installation artist, I am genuinely interested in investigating the sornewhat dificuit 

reconciliation between art and money, and feel compelled to re-examine the often over- 

simplified binaries such as 'ad for sale VS aR against commod.cation '- By relocating the 

expected positions of the artist, viewers, and other extemal forces in the process of 

detemining the value of art, I hope to occupy the middle ground between these h o  

trajectones. Similarly, my interaction and exchange with the viewers is intended to 

reassess the expectations for 'entertainment' and 'responsibility' inherent in art viewing. 

Engaging in artmaking for me is constituted from my desire not just to entertain but also 

to be entertained for my daily survival- Like many other artists, I consider myseif one of 

the viewers, both in the proœss of making the work and in the process of experiencing 

it. I would like to confuse the mmrnonly expected relationship of who is to be 

entertained and how, who is responsible for what decisions and to what efTect so that 



once again. 1 may slip into the middle gmund betwean rnaker and on-looker. provider 

and provided. My desire to keep exploring these 'undefinable' spaœslpositions through 

my projects is perhaps at the are of my philosophy on daily living. Pay Mat  You C.n 

is an ultimate extension of the Fundraising Sales in developing these personal concems 

into a collective discourse through a more direct. and therefore, a more controvenial 

viewer involvement. 

Aug 22,98 
Let's stop befieving that I have a rnoney problern like many ammsts do. I don't really have to 
worry about money uftimatefy as my parents are feally supportive of me- I afso happen to 
be the only child. It is not even my fault 

REFLEX 5 : I stopwd watching TV. reading novels, looking at magazines. and going 

to movies over a decade ago. I had become somewhat disinterested in the 'modes' of 

information and entertainment that these media provided. Shortly after that, I also 

realised that I was not really interested in anything in particular, like what might be called 

a hobby, or a goal like a specific profession. For a while, I could not even think about 

what I wanted for my birthday- Consequently, I searched for different forms of 

entertainment for my daily survival, and eventually, came to leam one thing: the 

simulated experienœs through knowing other people's lives and realities, as well as the 

epherneral interactions and incidents may potentially generate non-tangible yet powerful 

experiences of pleasure and entertainrnent. The real motivation to restructure the artist- 

viewer dichotomy in my projects is not to subvert the mystified subjectivity of an artist 

and hidher rnaker-identity.2' I want to entertain, and be entertained in the chaotic 

integratron of  idenfities. Sophie Calle is quoted in Art at the tum of the rnillennium: "It 



wouldn't be true to Say I became an artist consciously- I try to find my own way out, 

which is rny personal VierapF The fact that it's att protects me - it gives me the nght to 

do things like that." (Italics added) l am often troubled by the common mentality and 

perception that in the narne of art, one can do whatever she/he wants to do- On the 

contrary. if the word 'right' is replaced with 'justification' in the above quote by Calle, the 

italicised part is exactiy my words. 

PROJECT : Then, is so much and only so much you can do Raject (London, ON) 
1998 - 1999 

In March 1998, Christy Thompson and I started to collaborate in Thene is so much and 

only so much you can do Projeet. a series of perfomative interventions at various sites 

in the city of London. Ontario. Each site and a d  we had chosen made significant 

references to our daiiy life and artmaking. These perfomative interventions were meant 

to bëtray a self-confessed 'cynical view' of Our experiences of displacement to the new 

and rather uninspiring environment At the same time. the pieces portrayed our 

desperate attempts to find a space in the community for our daily/artistic survival. While 

the project served as a vehicie to express our personai stnrggles during the specific time 

period in our life. it also raised critical questions about the common perceptions of 

'artists' and 'artmaking'. With these perfamative interventions, we also hoped to assist 

people in the community in recognising the quiet existence of contemporary artists. and 

the art scene that operates in the community. 

Site 1: Restaurant "Sebastian 's': Richmond sfmet 

On March 30". 1998 at 6:30 PM, Shinobu Akimoto and Christy Thompson appeared at 

the restaurant Sebastian's located on the main street of downtown London, Ontario. 



The restaurant is one of those 'urban gourmet delis' with numerous exotic dishes and 

beautiful desserts displayed in a long glas case, which stretches fkom one end of the 

store to the other. On the opposite side of the deli counter were breads, baked goods, 

and a variety of beverages and groœries for the customer to browse. 

Upon their amval, Akimoto and Thompson walked toward a table located almost in the 

middle of one dining area, took their mats off and put them on the chairs- Undemeath 

the mat, Akimoto had on a pink tweed Channel-like suit white Thompson wore a black 

tight skirt and bpel jacket, from which a huge white corsage hung. Both had black heel 

shoes on. Without talking to each other, they marctied toward the deli section through 

the shiny metal tumstile. Each of them selected a dish, waited while the sewer re- 

heated it, then lined up at the cashier. After paying. they had to make a trip to the 

section opposite from their table to get a set of cutkry. a napkin, and a glass of watet. 

The whole endeavour for getting ready to start dining took approximately fifteen minutes. 

Arriving at the table, they removed everything from the tray onto the table, and put the 

tray on one of the empty chairs by the table. Then, they sat down, taok the plastic Iid off 

the dish that kept the food wam. and put it away on the other empty chair. Wiai great 

anticipation, each of them took one leisurely bite from her dish. Then, they pushed the 

unfinished dish towards the œntre of the table, left the table and disappeared through 

the turnstile to order another dish. Sometimes, Akimoto and Thompson happened to 

corne back to the table around the same time, and other tintes, they sat alone. They 

repeated the same routine over and over about two hours - pasta arranged like a colour 

palfet, sculpturally rnounted stuffed fish, dessert with delicate chocolate shavings - the 

table accumulated a beautiful abundanœ of food until there was no more r o m  left to 

accommodate another dish. Some of the customers seated around them left halfway 

throug h. apparently made uncornforta ble by the spectacle; others kept peeking from 



behind their newspapers. At the end they retumed to the table with their bst dish almost 

at the same time. finished a bite and stood up together- They walked back to the cutlery 

section and came back with bundles of forks- They approactted the audience, handed a 

fork to each peson, saying. 'Please join the fine dining". Except for a few people who 

hesitated to dig in, the invited audienœ seemed to enjoy sharing this wild sarnpling 

picnic of gourmet food. The remaining food was doggie-bagged for take-home. 

The apparent aspects of 'excess' and 'imprudence' in the pefiomanœ could have easily 

been associated with the notorious reputation of mtemporary art, [you can do 

ANYTHING in the name of art] or, even the historicztl acceptance of art as an 'excessive 

but justifiable' human ad. In the Sebasth's pm@et, the artists' need for entertainment 

was expressed in an overtly campy fashion; however, the ending of the performance 

(cleaning off of all the dishes) inevitably refiected the dominant inhabitation of the 

'business' of daily living, which wllided with the more glamorous notions of art. Also 

important was the shift in the rolefposition of the participants. ln the end, the artists 

(entertainen) were decentralised while the work itself was sustained through the 

navigation of the audience, until sornehow al1 the participants decided its end. Who 

initiated the work, who proceeded with the work, and who completed the work? Whether 

they chose to or not, everyone participated: the server, cashier, custorners, and the 

audience- 

During a panel discussion on pefiormance art as a part of UAAC conferenceP at the 

University of Western Ontario (November, f 998). a criticism conœming the problem of 

'privileged' and 'non-privileged' audience was brought up in relation to the Sebasfian's 

project the audience from the art institution, who knew Akimoto and Thompson and 

knew that they were 'performing', had the privilege to thoroughly 'enjoy' watching what 



was happening whereas those who were not informeû, who happened to be there did 

not. In my opinion. the signification such as 'privileged' and 'non-priviieged' appean to 

corne up short in the argument The infomed audienœ was 'privileged' in the respect 

that they were invited directly to participate in the 'rnaking' of the work by sampling the 

food in the end. However. the non-informed audienœ had the privilege of experiencing 

this extravagant 'dinner theatre~~~ as a challenging or entertaining surprise- 'Unusual' 

- conducts take place, in fact, more in the 'non-art' milieu. whether or not we are aware or 

infonned. They thrive, without the reservation of 'art'. and force us to keep thinking about 

the justification mechanisrn pertaining to our social and personal conduct and activities. 

Site 2: John Labatt Visual Atfs Cenbe, University of W8sten Onlario during UAAC. 

with a special guest. Andrea J ~ashbaugh~  

October 27,1998 

Chair 

Department of Visual Arts 

University of Western Ontario 

We are writing to inform you of our two performances in conjunction with the Fieldwork 

exhibition in the Artlab. The R n t  piece is scheduleâ for Friday November 6'" from 

8:3040:30 a.m. on the first floor of the Visual Arts Building. During this time 

period, a local London disc jockey will be mixing sou1 music in the area of the 

student tounge on the first fioor. As we redire that the UAAC conference will be 

running at this time, the sound level will be monitored and maintained at an 

acceptable level. The second performance will take place at The Michael Gibson 

Gallery later the same day. This piece will have a duration of approximately one hour 

and serves as an important component to the Fieldwork performances. If there are any 



questions regarding the performances please do not hesitate to contact us. With 
respect to the Rrst piece, we will be piesent to monitot the disc jockey's activities. 

At the time of this performance, we would prefer to k contactad peisonally if any 

questions or concerns should arise- 

We hope that you will be able to see and enjoy our interventions for the Fieldwork 

exhibition. An opportunity such as this is quite exciting and enmuraging during our time 

in the Visual arts Program. 

Sincerely, 

Christy Thompson and Shinobu Akimoto 

Friday November 6 

Dear Christy, Dear Shinobu 

1 am writing to you both to apologise for this morning and to suggest that we meet next 

week to talk about this. 

As I explained to Shinobu (1 have not yet found Christy but hope ta see you sometime 

today), Th= last ten days have been extremely demanding for me as Chair because of 

special reports and administrative duties generally, and 1 have not been able to keep up 

with my mail. If I had seen the letter you sent me, I would have spoken with you to get a 

better idea of what you were planning, and we could have amved at some reasonable 

arrangement. 

I believe in performance as an important conternporary art practiœ and have tried to be 

supportive of your work, I was aware that you were planning a peflomance (but did not 



know the parüculars) and was lwking fornard to i t  I appreciate the modification you 

made to allow the conference presentations to proceed. 

I hope that you will not allow this moming fo keep you from enjoying the conference and 

the rest of your performance. 

Site 3: Michael Gibson Gallery 

Shinobu Akimoto 
CIO MFA programme, Visual Arts Dept 
University of Western Ontario 
ph: 661 -3440 (UWO), 85&2207(home) 
fax: 66 1 -2020 (U WO), 858-2207(home) 

Attn: Mr. Michael Gibson 
Michaei Gibson Gallery 

Dear Mr. Gibson April3,1998 

My name is Shinobu Akirnoto. a graduate student in visual arts at the University 

of Western Ontario. I have made your acquaintance on a couple of occasions, such as 

at openings at yout gallery. Today, I am officially wnting to ask you to consider our 

proposal for a performance piece at Michael Gibson Gallery. 

My collaborator, Christy Thompson (another MFA student in the programme) 

and 1 are planning to execute a series of perfomative intervention pieœs at various sites 

in London, in the next few weeks. The series is called 'Private acts that happen in 

public, a.k.a. There is so much and only so much you can do", and it is partially 

wnceived for a graduate course calied 'Urban Art", taught by Prof. Colette Urban. The 

main objective of the course is to investigate alternative sites for art produdion and 



display, which consequentiy encourage public/community interaction. Ail the sites 

chosen have sorne significanœ to our I fe and artmaking. We would like to use youi 

gallery as one of the sites for ouf performance project because of the galbry's symbolic 

significanœ both to us. as young artists, and to the local art cornmunity. We would like 

ta make our presenœ known to the local art-viewing public through your gallery. which is 

the artistic centre in the city. However. we are interested in doing so in such a way tc 

challenge the conventional meaning and funcüon of the 'gallety" space. The content ol 

our performance d e s c n i  below is intended to express this 'dual desire". 

Shinobu Akimoto and Christy Thompson appear at the gallery in our 'regular 

studiow outMs with a can of wall paint, a brush, and other necessary materiah. 

We cover the floor of the main gallery with a strip of plastic, which would extend 

from the walls to 20 cm into the rwm. 

We start painting the baseboard with the paint. which is exactly the sarne kind 

and the wlour of the existing baseboard. lt is ensured that no paint will extend 

beyond the baseboard. The plastic cover is to protect the floor from any possible 

paint drips. 

When the entire baseboard is painted, we remove the plastic strip and leave the 

site. 

We wiil ensure that no damage will be done to the wall or any other properties in 

:he gallery. The performance requires neither a special construction of a spaœ, nor a 

-emoval of the artwork in the gallery. The date and time of the performance will be 

ietermined according to your request. We are hoping to realise it in the month of April. 

Ne will invite an audience mostly from the university, but any audience from the public is 

tveicomed dun'ng our performance. The performance will be documented on video by 

)ur technical assistant. Should you have any objection to any parts of Our proposal, we 

ire willing to change them to our mutual agreement. 

I hope that our performance not only brings the attention of the art viewing public 

n London to the serious involvement of emerging artists in the comrnunity. but it also 

;erves as a threshold of further interaction between contemporary artists and the 

mrnmunity. We would feel truly honoured if we could perfonn at Michael Gibson Gallery 

O demonstrate our intention. I hope to hear from you soon so that we can further 



discuss the possibility of this collaboration. 1 can be reached at the university phone 

number during the day and at my home number in the evening. You can also emi l  me 

at sakimoto@iulian.uwo.ca. Thank you very much for your üme and attention. 

Carrying a bucket of house painting supplies. Christy Thompson and I arrived at the 

Gibson gallery during an opening reœption of an exhibition. Arnongst the people 

attending the opening, we started covering the floor with a strip of drop sheet along the 

walls, secured the walls with painter's tape, and painted the base board in the same 

coiour as the existing base board. When we finished painting, we gathered al1 the 

equipment and materials we had used, attached "WEf PAINT" signs on the flwr, and 

left the gallery. The whole penonnanœ took approximately one hour. Ouring the 

performance, sorne people spoke to us while we were rigorously at work. other people 

left us alone seriously mistaking that we were wmpleting work to the gallery space for 

the present show. At one point, the paint fumes became so noticeable that the gallery 

attendant had to open the &nt window. In this intervention, we intended to convey Our 

negotiation between two paradoxical deçires - the desire for the prestige of the gallery 

and the recognition through it, and the desire to challenge the conventional gallery 

mandates which do not always accommodate the kinds of art practice that Christy and I 

engage with. 



Aug 19,98 
Went out to the Funk night with CT. Cannot get dnink tonight. Al was mmng. We went 
to give her ouf contact numbers so that we o n  talk about our project in November. I h o p  
she will do it- Staned taiüng snap mots of CT and I doing daily stuff, using a remote. Hope 
they will tum out great. When taking snapshots in the bar, I was absolutely conscious of 
the "pr~leged- position mat I was insistently creating ter myself in public I AM DOlNG 
THIS FOR M Y  ART It is different from kids Mking shots of each other in a dub or wherever 
for kicks, like we used to do. What I am doing now is a "job" with a concrete and cool 
purpose. Even though no one cares and every one is just dfinking, dancing, ch-ng out 
people, I am diffërent because I am in Visual Arts. 

REFLEX 6 : Allied with the 'entertainment' analogy is the notion of Klling in tirne'. 

Marxist theory discusses how we have confused the purpose of labour with the need for 

living (material life). In the capitalist society, 7natenal Iife generally appears as the airn 

while the production of this matenal life. labour, appean as the means"? Labour has 

lost any 'semblance of personal act iv i ty to satisfy our personal needs (in an 

ontological concept), but it has become a means only to satisfy other needs (material 

life): I absolutely agree with the contemporary phenornenon of the displaced purpose of 

labour. However, what seerns to be overlwked is the other important function of 

disciplined labour: how the 'activity' of labour is used and needed to 'fil1 in time' for living. 

On top of this, Maotism stresses the 'dienation' caused by the separation between the 

labourer and his product~~~. but neglects the function of the 'labour institution' as a place 

to belong to. I am surprised that these needs are not included along with food, shelter 

etc. as essential to our existence. We need sornething to occupy ourselves and 

somewhere to belong to. Why, otherwise. do hobbies exist, do clubs exist? For some 

people labour is a hobby, the office is a club: a ritual for conducting one's daily living. 1 

once heard on TV that people in Hong Kong never go on stnke because 'they like 

working". Provided that l am aware of the risks in this generalised commentary, 1 cannot 

entirely deny that their perception of 'living' seems to lie in a totaily different sphere from 



where it does in the Western rnind- 

Artmaking often fundions for me in the same way work funch-ons for some people. The 

elernent of 'duty' and 'ritual' in the idiosycratic activities that occupy one's time seeks a 

Iegitimation which is extremely slipperly and absolutely ahitrary. Here the same quote 

by Sophie Calle that appeared in REFLEX 5 might be usefut for a dïfFerent reason: '... I 

try to find my own way out, which is my personal therapy. The fact that it's art protects 

me - it gives me the right to do thhgs Iike tf~at-"~~ What fascinates me about some of 

the 'extra curricular' activities undertaken in the 'non-art worfd' is that they seem so 

creative, excessive and irrational al1 at once yet they are never ctaimed to be 'arK 

Somehow, there is a valid reason andor a purpose for them to do Yhings like that', or, 

they don't even need any rationalisation. 

Aug 14, '99 
Received a pos ta  rd ffom TT from Engfand, whim ended once again with the similar fine: "I 
really respect that you keep making a full effort t o  accomplish something.." She is referrirtg 
to my having been working on degrees in art, as opposed to herseff working a t  a bank to 
make a living, doing nothing particuiarly 'creative' and just travelling around on her 
holidays etc; the lifestyle she herselfjokingly describes as "of bourgeois". To tell the truth, I 
have a d ~ a l l y  corne to the point mat  1 cannot hefp taking her recurflng comments as 
anything but an implied insult An ironic part is that she is the one who went to an art 
school in the first place and graduated from it a decade ago. 

PROJECT : The House Rabbit Society Project, 1997 - 1999 

When I first moved to London in September 1997, 1 was temporarily staying at 

someone's house. I kept looking for an apartment through the local weekly dassified 

paper called London Pennysaver. Arnong al1 kinds of advertisements, I found a tiny 



mption saying: IS your rabbit happy or always lockeû in the cage? The House Rabbit 

Society 67S6164 In the following week, it said: RABBITS need hay as a patt of their 

diet. 73e House Rabbit Society 679-6164. As I kept looking for an apartment, I also kept 

looking for the ad from the house rabbit society- In sorne weeks, I could not find it. even 

after flipping through the paper five times. I realised that the mission of the house rabbit 

society is not that consistent After a few weeks. I started collecting the ads. As USWI. I 

created this weekly routine/obligation with the consciousness that this is, or may 

become, an 'art projea. To respond to my fascination with the House Rabbit Society's 

inconsistent ritual carried out by seerningly ambiguous reasoning and passion, I have 

been engaged with two projects. 

Photo etching project, in progress 

1 decided to transfomi the collected ads into photo etched pn'nts. The medium of 

etching, for me. serves as the best language to articulate the 'ambiguous reasoning and 

passion' mentioned above. It involves the rneticulous rnethodology, which often reflects 

one's preoccupation with a process and ritual. Testing to find the perfect Iight exposure 

and acid strength, bevelling and bumishing each plate, taking hours to wipe the plate, 

rnaking sure the dampness of the paper and the pressure of the press are correct - the 

list continues forever. ln the end, I feel confused about the purpose of the activity and 

the source of my satisfaction. Ironically, my etchings appear as what Allan Kaprow calls 

uartlike art? However, I am quoting 'traditional admaking' as one of my daily actrvities 

- a reverse strategy to quoting 'non-art' activities (media) in one's artmaking in an 

attempt to eliminate the distinction between art and other things. 

Pennysaver pmject, h progress 

In May 1999 1 started pfacing my 'thanks for your support for ad" logo (see plate) with 



my phone number in the Pennysaver every two weeks over the course of the summer. I 

wanted to send my artwork into this banal yet airious Lvor(dm of the comrnunity paper as 

a site of Vade'. What I have so far experienced thmugh this projed is a strange sense of 

'duty', which has become the purpose of this routine, a perverse pleasure to find rny ad 

in the paper, and no phone calls to respond to my ad. When this duty-leisure project is 

over at the end of the summer. I will have the newspaper pages framed and exhibited. 

REFLEX 7 : 

Wsit us at the Canadian Pet Expo, 
Ottober 23'$ 24m â2sLh, Exhi bition 
Place, Toronto. Tho Houu Rabbit 
Societv. 

I had imagined that there was actually no such a thing as the 'Rabbit Society' but that 

some eccentn'c person had been placing these ads- However, after seeing this particular 

ad one week, I decided to take a trip to Toronto to finally find out what the House Rabbit 

Society was al1 about. 

The pet expo was an absolute ftenzy. It was sort of like the art expo that I attended in 

Basel, Switzeriand. All the small partitioned booths were showing their 'specialised' 

exhibits - reptiles, cab, specific kinds of dogs, a dog entertainment show, a pet quiz to 

win a trip to a 'pet-allowed' cottage in the North. or a case of canned cat food etc.. and 

among them the House Rabbit Society. They had brought some rabbits in a cage, 

literature on house rabbits, and held scheduled lectures on the health and proper diet of 

rabbits. I was fascinated. This is more crazy and intriguing than artmaking. What 

particularly caught my attention was knitted objects sold to raise funds for 'needy 



rabbits": rabbit slippers, rabbit blankets, rabbit mailboxes and so on, I bought a rabbit 

finger puppet, which was affordable for me. Later my fnend who accompanied me on 

this pet expo adventure suggested that I should commission the knitter lady (Mrs- Debra 

Dressler, a member of the House Rabbit Society), to make a large number of puppets. 

This sounded like a good idea. and I took the pieœ of paper that had her contact 

nurnber. 

When I called Ms. Debra Dressler in London, I ttied to explain everyfhng - who I was, 

what 1 was doing, my thesis interest, installation as a fom of art, conternporary 

artmaking as an academic subject, the issue of appropriation, the discrepancy between 

the common image of artmaking/artist and reality - and that I was interested in usîng her 

bunny puppets in my art project. She said she was flattered to be 'involved'. She gave 

me an amazing offer and I took her up on it 

1 have been questioned in the past if it îs appropriate ta infom my collaborator (including 

audiences) from 'outside of art institution' that what I am doing is artmaking, or that I am 

doing it for art. The criticism was made to me that as soon as this 'art cape' is thrown 

on, the whole action/interaction is rationalised, protected, and even privileged that it is no - 

longer a 'bare happening'. My response has been that I do not intend to completely 

erase the line of consciousness between daily living and artmaking so that they 

unrecognisably 'blend'. In my art practice, daily living and artmaking inevitably conflate 

because rny materials, sources, methodologies, processes, and venues al1 directly corne 

from or go back to daily living. What I am cornpelled to do is to communicate the definite 

consciousness (intention) of making andor showing work that attempts to articulate or 

sustain the existence of artmaking in the realm of daily living. In doing so, we, artists and 

non-artists, rnay be able to identify ou~elves, if not with each other's activities 



themselves, then with our respective devotion in our chosen activity. 

PRO J ECT : 3-0 bunny puppets phofo pmj8Cf, ongohg 

As one way to incorporate Debra Dressler's bunny puppets into rny artwork, I started 

taking 3-0 snapshots of the bunnies in different 'domestic' environment and settings. I 

had found a disposable camera in Japan, which takes phonogram photos similar to the 

glittering postcards sold at tourist sites. The way the sarnple photo looked and the idea 

of using this 'democratic' mass medium for making art irnmediately offered a 'doubk 

seduction'. Because Debra's bunnies are produced right in the context of her daily living 

(while sitting in the living raom at night, driving with her husband in the car etc.) 1 chose 

the locations for the photo session that reveal a trace of my own daily living: in rny 

apartment with rny plants, on the kitchen counter with my toaster, by the river with the 

ducks behind my apartment, with the power twls in the workshop at school. 

I keep and carry the bunnies in a ziploc bag (and rnost likely will display in that way with 

my photos) as Debra delivered them to me. This is to sustain the peculiar balance 

between the objects' 'uniqueness' (even the 'individuality' of each bunny) and theif 

mass-produced quality, in an attempt to subvert any hierarchical perceptions among 

modes of production. There is also a strange shift in the notion of 'talents or 'skills' that 

takes place in this collaboration. With the skill and knowledge that I do not have, Debra's 

bunnies are hand-crafted and thus can be called al1 'original' art works; rny 3-0 photos 

are taken with a disposable carnera, which, most likely, will enable everyone to make 

'artistic' pictures. For this reason the two separate productions most profoundly manifest 

their respective 'power of making (or made objects)' when combined in one form. In 
- 

such a fonn, one cannot easily deciphe?determine the notions of 'talent'. 'originality', 



'authenticity', 'creativity', and ultimtely, 'artistic value' derived from these criteria. 

June 3,99 
Sorneonz who came to my opening in Toronto said ta me: "1 like the conceptual part of 
your work, TOOl l was stunned, l never thought mat anyone would perceive my 
secretary instaflation as ANMHlNG BUT "conceptual- It made me feel good in a weird way 
that these stupid snapshots can stand as "visual artR, too, without the help of a "dever 
story". 

June 10,99 
I am so afraid of rnaking 'boring' work, Sometimes, I feel like I must make 'wsted' work 
because it is M Y  work, The obligation to surprise, provoke, or entertain people. In this case. 
the instinctive desire, if there is such a thing, to purely 'create' sornething gets absoluteîy 
displaced. Does not matter what to make, i t  has to fblfil the consequential purpose of 
'pfeasing your audience t It sounds as troublesome as rnaking a painting, which matches 
the colour of the living roorn. 

REFLEX 8 : I have no furniture such as a couch, a coffee table, a TV set, or a 

cabinet in my apartment in London, Ontario, where 1 cunently reside as a graduate 

student in Visual Arts. It is partially because of my cultural ba& ground, and the fact that 

1 have been 'travelling' for almost ten years. However, rnost impoftantly, it is because of 

the 'Iife style' 1 have chosen to adopt. 

In my early Menties, I worked in an environment where everyone else was from a 

politically and environmentally conscious generation, the sixties. They were also 

'artistically inclined', many of whom possessed degrees from art schools. As the 

youngest of the group, I was very much infi uenœd by the way they conducted their daily 

living. At the same time, I quickly recognised the apparent paradox in living with a focus 



on 'artistic creation', while trying not to support the consurner/material culture as a 

political gesture. Many of these ftiends struggled with this paradox and retreated to the 

country where they put their mative and artistic energy into their style of living. 

1 myself searched for a compromise between these desires Yo be creative' and 'to live in 

a physically rnodest way'. f tried different occupations in an attempt to satisfy my political 

intent. I did not want to contribute to the production of. for example, toasters knowing 

that everyone in our culture owns a toaster and does not need another. In the 

(supposedly) 'abstract' realm of art. I soon faœd the same concrete problem of making 

things to be consumed, pertiaps worse in a sense that these 'creations' had no 

immediate 'funciion' as toasters do. I recalled that my friend who made music on the 

cornputer considered his music as a 'toaster'. 

Andy Warhol expressed a similar art-lifestyle paradox in the Philoso~hv of Andv Warhol: 

I really believe in empty spaces, although, as an artist. I rnake a lot of junk. 

Empty space is never-wasted space. Wasted space is any space that has art in 

it. An arüst is somebody who produces things that people don't need to have but 

that he-for some reason-thinks it would be a good idea to give them .... So on 

the one hand I really believe in ernpty spaces, but on the other hand, because 

I'm still making some art, I'm still making junk for people to put in their spaces 

that I believe should be empty: Le., I'm helping people waste their space when 

what I really want to do is help them empty their space?' 

Just Iike the fictive self-identity of an artist, the construded 'self sufficiency' and its 

ontological status of the art object have been long under the cntical smtiny of nurnerous 

critics and artists? Andy Warhol. for one. successfully demonstrated the contingency of 

such status of art objects through the production and distribution of his multiples. 



However, has his problem expressed in the above quote been solved? Art objects such 

as his multiples had to be made precisely in order to sustain the daim for the contingent 

and imaginary value of the art object 

I often wonder if, one day, I will finally lose interest or energy in the constant negotiation 

between my Iife and art. The decision to be an artist thus assumes both the existence of 

a unique activity and an endless series of deeds that deny it? 

PROJECT : I KEA living Prcy'ecf, in progress 

I have started making small fumiture based on IKEA products. I am not replicating them 

exactly as the sale is my own, and the materials used are not quite the same. 1 also 

add some features such as castes and wire for moving them around. My research 

source is mainly the KEA catalogue. from which I select the designs. as well as study 

their construction. I purchase fumiture/products fiom IKEA as well, and alter them or 

simpiy integrate them with my handmade fumiture- An important factor that influences 

the production is the cost: I try to ensure, albeit not always successfully, that I obtain the 

raw materials below cost of the store-bought products. In a patential installation of these 

newly madeipurchased objects. I am going to inciude my own [KEA fumiture that I have 

been using in my daily living as well, Inversely, I will use some of the furniture made for 

this project in rny apartment after the show is down. 

To a large extent, the attraction of IKEA stems from the socially/culturally infomed. 

trend-driven desire for a specific style of living. However, what also makes IKEA an 

index for my practice is their concept reflected in the catch phrase they use on the cover 

of their catalogue - 'IDEAS YOU CAN AFFORD TO HAVE". I think about this 



seerningly sensible, yet slightly cynical suggestion in relation to rny artmaking. It implies 

affordability. capability and capacity. in other words, 'limitation'. While making the 

fumiture. I mnstantly negotiate with my physical and conœptual capability: what is 

available andlor accessible in terrns of the mode of production; to what degree can I or 

want to push my skills (and accept my own limitaüons); and finally, is the work 

compatible with or affordabie in the philosophical m tex t  of my daily living - a 

negotiation between my scepticisrn of excess obieds (such as art) and my desire for 

'making'. When selecting products at IKEA. I smeümes becorne mmpletely lost in the 

even more ambiguous negotiation between my art project and my daily living: uAm I 

buying this for the project. or for my kitchen?" or Wll I want this if f am not using this for 

the project?" 

We have accepted that the act of artmaking suggests an urge to embady and embrace 

one's 'ability' (talent). which designates and legitimises the significance of the activity. 

This indicates very Iittle relation ta 'necessity' or Yunction' both in a physicai and 

conceptual sense- I am interested in my own displaced reasoning for making, in the 

confusion behnreen artmaking and other 'makings' that 1 undertake in my daily life. and in 

the arbitrary-ness of the designation of the two. In the construction of IKEA fumiture, I 

am pushing the authority of specific 'objects' and the authority of specific 'intentions' by 

making art objects, which not only look. but actually are familiar and functional. 

From the same IKEAkatalogue, I cut out images of the fumiture, which l either will 

make, purchase. or just think about. I then make mlour copies of the clipped images, 

paste them on paper, and in pencil, black out everything else but the furniture. The 

drawing exercise touches the similar issues of 'economy' and 'practicality' in my 

artmaking as my fumiture production does. While sometimes purely enjoying this more 



'spontaneous' exercise. I am consuous that the drawings would function as, either 

prelirninary studies, or the 'final art work' to compensate for the fact that I am not able to 

'sell' rny installation with rny himiture." 

I cal1 rny catalogue drawings 'Zen' drawings because of their physical and conœptual 

resemblanœ to my imaginary notion of such historical and cultural endeavours - my 

drawings are simple. adhering to a strict parameter of a drawing method. while they 

dernonstrate the significance of 'proœss' through my seledion of the image and 

composition. as well as the trace of the spontaneous markmaking (bnish strokes) m i n  

the adopted restrictions. The mas-printed catalogue images rnanipulated into my own 

drawings with a sirnplistic technique al1 look quite similar but never the same like Zen 

paintings. This twiœ questions the perceptions and definitions of 'originality', and 

ultirnately. tnvialises them. The popular perception of talent based on the ability to 'copy 

reality' seems to gain very little ground within this kind of practice. More importantly, my 

catalogue drawings atternpt to investigate the condition or rhetoric of 'dignity' in creation 

(any creation). They function as an index to equate. for example, my mother's colouring 

'virtuosity' that impressed me so rnuch when I was little. and the 'artistic' signature we 

have leamed to recognise in 'master' pieœs. Designated as 'original' artwork. my 

photocopy drawings reveal my 'intention' and 'signature' as a mntributor to the ahitrary 

rnechanism behind the determination of aesthetic and artistic value. 

Feb 22,99 
Some people criu'used my intervention that invoiwd money and 'innocent" audiences, by 
using words like "moral", and "ethics~ if I ever thought about wtiat I am doing in the name 
of art in those terms etc. I am sorry, but I bayou 20096,l am hundred tirnes more ethical 
than any of those people. Just look at how they and I eat. How people handle resources 
such as food (which is a real resource unlike rnoney that is jwt a 'signifier' o f  resource) in 
this country. How they and I reqcle* How we U M  DAILY. 1 will never Iosc in this "moral 



cornpetition. I know if 1 be punished. it would be for pouring solvent into the drain to 
rnake my pfints, but not for chargïng people a bu& or two h my intervention. 

PROJECT : LRAHM Pmj8Ct. ~br LmMmR (Lut Month's Rent ar Living Making 
Reflex), in progress 

Shinobu Akimoto 
#5 - 575 Ridout Street North 
London, ON N6A ZR2 
5 1 9-858-2207 

Attn: James Patten, Curator for Contemporary Art 
LRAHM~' 

The following is a revised, final proposa1 for the intervention project at LRAHM in 

wnjunction with my MFA thesis show scheduled for September 17 - 24, 1999. This 

show is going to be a multi-site interventionlexhibition and 1 wouId like to include LRAHM 

as one of the intervention sites. 

The inclusion of LRAHM, a prominent public art-viewing site in my 'multi-site" thesis 

project is extremely crucial to its objective. It refiects my way of dealing with the over- 

simplified, thus problematic notions of art venues such as inside / outside the institutions, 

or public f private spaces, a much discussed issue in contemporary art criticism. Rather 

than criticising the mandate of public galleries as contributing to such binary divisions, I 

would Iike to undennine the 'signification" of spaces itself by *sneaking inton this 

conventional art-viewing site and 'perfoming" my art. I consider this gesture as a fom of 

negotiation, and a suggestion for a potentially entertaining interaction. In this sense. I 

have absolutely no intention to wnfront the on-going gallery exhibitions wiai my 

intervention. Rather. my desire is to let myself and my. perhaps 'unconventionaln 



arhnrork, be present in this Yormal* art-viewing site - so' of a discreet yet persistent 

assertion of my existenœ as an artist who Iives and works in mis City- The viewer is 

given the option to interact with me or not as well- 

To communicate the above-mentioned "discreet yet persistenr intention, I would like to 

work (volunteer) at the gallery gifbshop, and starnp the customer's receipt with my 

"thanks for your support for art" logo. The choiœ of the site, gift shop. also relates to rny 

prevailing wncern with another over-simplified notion of 'art for sale VS art for 

cornmodification". This was a prominent issue in my previous art project Pay What You 

Can. The length of my voluntary employment will be determineci with the consultation of 

LRAHM, but it should be no longer than the duraüon of my thesis exhibition mentioned 

above. I will also go through the necessary training required in business operation 

beforehand- 

In wnjunction with this intervention, f would also Iike to propose to display the frarned 

pages from Pennysaver containing the same logo image ftom my concurrent project, 

possibly behind the reœption counter. The close distance between the gift shop and the 

wall behind the reception may help some viewem to grasp the connection between my 

presence and the displayed work. 

Thank you for your consideration and I look forward to further discussion of my 

intenrention project. 

Sincerely yours 

Shinobu Akimoto 



June 18,99 
Despite of al1 the fnghtening uunknowns" awaitïng, ï t  M s  good to think that I am moving 
on when mis is al1 over. A ncw phase starts again where a new apartrnent wil( dictate what 
I should/could buy, how I could recyde things I afready have [Le. blinds, sheives etc), to 
make them ftt to the new place- And a newjob wifl detemine my daiiy schedufe. M a t  to 
Wear, what to learn and how to m a k  art Creatbe chalknge within parameters. I can 
show my abifity in taldng advantage of, if not stretching, parameters. I can becorne 
ANYONE again but in distinctivefy MY way. 



1 1 am referring to a type of perception of art represented, for exampk, in the following 
passage: art is an endeavour that belong to 'real culturew, which 'pertains to the enlightenment 
and refinement of taste required by intellecfual and aesthetic training.," [Dennis h a n  Mann, ed. 
The Arts in a Democratic Saciet\L1997, P. 8) 

Johanna Drucker, Theorizina Modemism: visual art and the critical tradition (New York: 
Colombia University Press, 1 994) P.110- 

The natural question here would be Why, IKEA. nof for example, Sean". The thorough 
analysis to provide answers to this question would not be feasible in this paper; however, I touch 
a liffle about the significance of IKEA as an index for my thinking and pracüce in the artist's 
statement of 1- pmject on p. 39 

4 The word 'happy' hem rnay be replaceci with 'content'. l am aware that the terni or notion of 
'happiness' is broad and rather subjective; however, 1 have strategically chosen this word 
because of its powerful effect as a signifier, which absolutsly contradicts the slippery nature of its 
'meaning' (signified), in order to make the reader rethink their own perception of 'happiness9- 

S The other day I was on the bus with my artist friend, who was quite seriously asking me for 
my opinion on one of her works *cf-iocolate polesw (numefous chocolates mounted on iron rods). i 
could not help being extremely conscious about what the people sitting around us might be 
thinking of our non-sensical but heavy-sounding discussion about *chocolate polesw. 

6 not in a conventional sense. 
7 1 recalled this incident in relation to a point made by Dave Hickey in The Power Plant lecture 

that 1 attended in 1998: &Art thrives not in its object form but in discoursesW. 
8 Johanna Drucker makes an interesting point in Theorisina Modemism. p-109, that the Tong- 

lived and tenaciousu image of 'romantic. self-willed, and tomented" artist may have been caused 
by the fact that 'no figure embodies and promotes the fintasies and fictions of the bourgeois 
indridual under capitalism more dramatically than that of the artist". 

Suzanna h Lessard, 'towering presencew, VOGUE September 1 998: p.426. 
'O- Toronto-based artist. 
11 Kristine Stiles, Peter Selz, ed., Theories and documents of contern~oraw art: a source book 

of artists' writin~s (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1996) p-780. 
l2 1 sometimes face a similar problem with other statements by soma artists, parücularly when 

they are taken out of context. For example, I argue that statements like 'how can arts becorne a 
rneaningful part of everyday experience?" [Mary Jane Jacob, 'Outside the Loopw, Culture in 
Action (Bay Press, 1 995)) or even more famous 'everyone is an artist" [Joseph Bueys] may 
convey a sense of 'righ teousness' of art and artist, 

13 Allan Kaprow, ed. Jeff Kelley, m a v s  on the blurrina of art and life (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1993) p.201. 

14 Peter Burger, Theon, of the Avant-Garde, trans. Michael Shaw (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1984) p.53. Burger implies that Avant-Gardist intent to subvert any notion of 
'individualism' in production (i.e. producer) or reception (Le. recipient) of art resulted in a sense of 
'solipsism' as a reverse effect: (now that producers and recipients no longer exist,) Wl that 
remains is the individual who uses poetry as an instrument for living one's Ife as best as best one 
can ." 

15 This 'site-specificity' I am suggesting here goes beyond the farniliar contemporary criticism 
of 2 gallery space king a 'protected' site with a fundion to Iegitimate whatevergoes in thefe"". 

Organisations with the function of gallery mat are funded by Canada council. 
17 Dave Hickey, Air Guitar: Bsavs on Art & Democracv (Los Angeles: Art Issues. Press, 1997) 

p.109, 
18 

19 
cf. Marxism 

20 
See p. 21, Project : Pay What You Can 
Jean Baudrillard's work, such as The Mirror of Production (Telos Press, 1975). might be a 

useful reference for the further discussion regarding tangible (material) vs non-tangible (symbolic) 



" The maker identiv of the artbt has been extensivdy deconstructed and reconstructed by 
both artists and theorists thrwghout the century- Profound examples would be: Marcel 
Duchamp, Andy Warhol, and Jeff Kwns for artists, Walter Benjamin, Michael Foucault, and 
Rofgnd BarVies for theorists. 

Uta Grosenick, Burkhard Riernschneider, ed., Art at the tum of the rnillennium,(Taschen 
Arnerica, 1999) p.90- 

University Art Association Confemnce 
24 A description used by Patrick Mahon during the panel discussion- 
s London-based disc jockey, specialised in souVfunk selecüon 
2s TB. Bottomore, ed.. trans.,mrf Marx: Sefected M n a s  in Sociol~py and Social Philo- 

(New York: McGrawhiIl Book Company, 1964) p-175. 
27 Bottomore, p. 1 74- " Bottomore, p.167. " Grosenick. Riemssciineider p- 254- 
30 Kaprow, p -201 - 
31 Andy Warhol, The Phil-v of Andv Warhol (From A to B and Back (San Diego: A 

i-fa~est Book, 1975). p- 144 
32 

33 
Dnikcker p- 61 - 65- 
Kaprow, p. 81. " cf. Christo's drawings for his largescale wrapping installations 
London Regional Art 8 Historical Museums. London. Ontario 



Baudrillard, Jean- The Minor of Produdion, Trans- Poster, Mark- St Louis: Telos Pmss. 
1975. 

Battamore, TB- Ed. and Trans- Karl Marx: Sekdsd -na$ in Socio(oclv and Soaal 
Philoso~hv. New York: McGiaw-hill Book Company, 1964- 

Burger, Peter. Thmw of the AvanMbrda. Tmns. Michad Shaw- Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 1984- 

Drucker, Johanna. Thmmina Modemism: visuai art and the critical tradition, New York 
Colornbia University Press,. 4 99& 

Grosenick, Uta- Riemschneider, Burkhard, Ed- AR at the tum of the millennium, 
Taschen America, 1999- 

Harrison, Charles- Wood, Paul- Ed. AR in Theorv 1900-1990: An Anttidoav of Chanaing 
Ideas. Oxford: Bkkwell, 1992- 
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